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                           BOOK - Cycles, Debt and Demographics 
                        
                           RED CARDS - Macro Risks - NEW
                         
                           LinkedIn Post #2 (2022-5-18) - Inflation
                        
                           LinkedIn Post #3 (2022-5-28) - Inflation
                        
                           LinkedIn Post #4 (2022-6-12) - Inflation
                        
                           LinkedIn Post #5 (2022-8-6) - Inflation
                        
                           LinkedIn Post #7 (2022-8-6) - China
                        
                           LinkedIn Post #8 (2022-11-12) - Incoming US Recession
                        
                           LinkedIn Post #8 (2022-11-12) - November 2022 ECI report
                        
                           LinkedIn Post #9 (2022-12-5) - Incoming US Recession, Dec 2022 ECI update
                        
                           LinkedIn Post #10 (2023-4-5) - The Flavour of the incoming US Recession, Apr 2023 ECI update
                        
                           LinkedIn Post #11 (2023-5-30) - The Inflation Roller Coaster: Deflation is coming.
                        
                           LinkedIn Post #12 (2023-9-8) - US Economy update. September-2023 ECI report.
                       
                           LinkedIn Post #13 (2023-10-20) - The great federal centralisation.
                        
                           LinkedIn Post #14 (2024-01-02) - Deflation scare is around the corner.
                        
                           LinkedIn Post #15 (2024-02-01) - The Real Estate Problem.
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        OUR CORE EXPERTISE

        
        
        
            
                
                    we do data-driven research
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                    Our Office

                    Zen Space

                

            

            
                
                    to build knowledge
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                    Our second office

                    The infinite atlantic ocean

                

            

            
                
                    for top-level decision making
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            MISSION

            We love data

            
                Our passion is to add value by building knowledge using data driven research processes. With knowledge,
                informed decisions can be made with the possible risks and rewards emerging organically from the
                process.
            

            
                To build knowledge we ask the right questions and then find out the answers through our data-driven
                information gathering processes. The process is iterative as the research process typically runs through
                several feedback loops, leading to increased refinement of our final knowledge.
            

        
 

        
        
            OUR CORE

            Independent, un-biased research

            
            
                We excel in doing out of the box research.
                
 
                We are critical thinkers who use data-driven research processes to separate signal from noise.
            

            
            

            
            What we do

            We build knowledge

            We transform: 

            DATA into

                                          INFORMATION
            into

                                                         KNOWLEDGE into

                                                                        DECISION MAKING

            
                Our passion is to add value, by building knowledge using data driven research processes. 
                With knowledge, informed decisions can be made, with the possible risks and rewards emerging organically from the process.
            
  
            

        


        
        
            OUR SERVICES
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                    Understanding demographic trends
        
                    Demographics
        
                    
                        -> Demographics simulations 

                        -> Demographics profiles from 1950 to 2050

                        -> Demographics time series projections
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                    Anticipate future inflation
        
                    Inflation Monitoring
        
                    
                        -> Monthly inflation monitoring reports!

                        -> Inflation Warnings!
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                    Anticipate turning points in the economy
        
                    
                    Early Cycle Indicators
        
                    
                        -> Monthly ECI reports!

                        -> Recession Warnings!
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                    Custom research
        
                    
                    Consulting Services
        
                    
                        -> For top-level decision makers 

                        -> Macroeconomic trends

                        -> Macroeconomic risks 

                        -> Industry or product projections 
                    
    
                

                
                

            
                    
        
 

        
         
            MESSAGE

            
                Message from the Carlos Alegria, PhD (CEO)
            

            
            
                Back in 2008 while still working at a London-based hedge fund, and at the onset of the 2008 US housing
                crisis, which was the biggest crisis since the 1930s great depression, almost no-one “saw” it coming. I
                realised that in a world awash with data and information, we are actually LESS informed regarding what
                decisions to make.
            

            
                With more and more data and information being splashed by our media devices the more important becomes
                answering the question: How do we separate information (signal) from noise? Our passion is to fill this
                gap.
            

            
                Apart from developing critical research skills over years of doing multi-disciplinary research, we also
                believe that providing independent and un-biased research is key to support decision making processes at
                the highest levels of organisations.
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